
BUILD SC STRONG

Addressing workforce
CRMCA is fighting to make workforce development a priority in 
legislation and the state budget and to increase public-private 
collaborations. Our goal is reducing shortages of CDL drivers, 
mechanics, and other skilled trades. Right now, 48 percent of 
SC CDL holders are over 53 years old and by 2025, the state’s 
gap in skilled workers is expected to grow to 2 million. Now is 
the time to act. CRMCA urges support for initiatives such as:
n The SC Workforce and Industrial Needs Scholarship (SC 
WINS): a statewide technical college financial aid program 
designed to address workforce shortages in the Palmetto State. 
n Be Pro Be Proud SC: a program designed to close the gaps 
by educating South Carolinians at schools, career centers, 
military re-entry programs, and more about skilled trades jobs 
and their importance for our economy. Reaching potential 
workers early can be key to getting them in the pipeline. 
n Offering the CDL written exam in Spanish, rather than only in 
English.

Workers’ compensation
and liability protections
CRMCA is supporting measures to provide businesses 
immunity from lawsuits if they demonstrate and follow 
prescribed best practices to protect workers and customers 
from COVID-19. In addition, we are committed to enhancing 
reforms to address fraudulent claims involving ongoing 
practices and individuals who seek to defraud the system.
In a continued push for fairness in the justice system when it 
comes to businesses, we support legislation dealing with joint 
and several liability and qualification standards for CDL Drivers.

Holding SCDOT Accountable
CRMCA is calling on SCDOT to analyze the life cycle costs 
of roadway projects and to incorporate alternate design/
alternate bid parameters. Both steps, ultimately, can reduce 
costs for the state. Also, we urge SCDOT to consider concrete-
based designs for all secondary arterial roadways, interstate 

interchanges, heavily trafficked intersections, and roundabouts, 
since concrete has proven to be a better, longer-lasting solution. 

Enhancing competition
between paving materials
Our industry is encouraging SCDOT to have concrete 
contractors compete head-to-head with asphalt contractors in 
bidding for appropriate projects. Competition between paving 
industries will result in increased purchasing power for the 
state, lower lane mile installation and operational costs, and 
better performance over the life of infrastructure investments. 

Ensuring safe communities through 
resilient construction
CRMCA is pushing for property owner incentives for those 
building or retrofitting an insurable property to modern building 
codes and disaster resilient requirements, such as those 
defined by the FORTIFIED programs of the Insurance Institute 
for Business and Home Safety (IBHS). 
n A National Institute of Building Sciences’ Multi-Hazard 
Mitigation Council study found every dollar spent on hazard 
mitigation yields a savings of $4 in future losses. 

Raising the bar on concrete testing
CRMCA fully supports strict concrete testing standards and 
consistent application of those standards throughout the state. 
We believe adherence to accepted industry standards will 
provide the best deliverables to SCDOT and taxpayers.
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